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           SỞ GD&ĐT QUẢNG NAM   CÂU HỎI ÔN TẬP KIỂM TRA 1 TIẾT – LẦN 2 

TRƯỜNG THPT BẮC TRÀ MY  MÔN: TIẾNG ANH 

   

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate 

the correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks 1 - 5. 
Since China adopted its open-door (1)______ approximately twenty-five years ago, Chinese 

higher education has begun once again to draw closer to the (2)______Western world. China's 

(3)______to send scholars and students to the United States at the end of the 1970s, after thirty years of 

hostility between the two countries, marked a dramatic turning (4)______in the nation's educational 

history. Today, about 50,000 Chinese students, are studying in the United States, accounting (5)______ 

10 percent of the total international students in the country.  

Question 1:     A. policy    B. way     C. rule      D. law 

Question 2:     A. head    B. reach    C. progress     D. advanced 

Question 3:     A. decisive    B. decide     C. decision      D. decider 

Question 4:     A. top    B. stain    C. point     D. spot 

Question 5:     A. up    B. to    C. for     D. over 

 

        Choose  A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered 

blanks 6 - 10. 

It’s always worth preparing well for an interview. Don’t just hope (6)______the best. Here are a 

few tips. Practice how you say things, as well as what you (7)______ to say. If you don’t own a video 

camera, perhaps a friend of (8)______ does. Borrow it and make a video tape of yourself. Find 

(9)______ to watch it with you and give you a (10)______ of advice on how you appear and behave. 

Question 6:     A. at    B. for    C. against    D. to 

Question 7:     A. intend     B. consider    C. think    D. imagine 

Question 8:     A. mine    B. yours    C. ours    D. his  

Question 9:     A. everybody    B. nobody    C. anybody                D. somebody 

Question 10:     A. bit    B. slice    C. plenty    D. number  

           Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct word or phrase that best fits  11 - 15. 
           The relationship between students and teachers is (11)______ formal in the USA than in many 

other countries, especially at the college level. American college students do not stand up when their 

teacher enters the room. Students are generally encouraged to ask questions in class, to stop in the 

professor's of lice for extra help, and to phone if they are absent· and need a(n) (12)______ Most 

teachers allow students to enter class late or leave early, if necessary. Despite the lack of formality, 

students are still expected to be polite to their teacher and fellow classmates. When students want to ask 

questions, they usually (13)______ a hand and wait to be called on. When the teacher or a student is 

speaking to the class, it is rude to begin whispering (14)______ another classmate. When a test is being 

given, talking to' a classmate is not only rude but also risky. Most American teachers consider that 

students who are talking to each other (15)______ a test are cheating.  

Question 11:     A. raise     B. rise    C. hold    D. hang 

Question 12:     A. with     B. for    C. at    D. to 

Question 13:     A. at     B. by    C. for    D. during 

Question 14:     A. most    B. less    C. much                     D. a little 

Question 15:     A. housework    B. homework    C. information    D. assignment  

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D  to indicate the correct word or phrase that best fits  16 - 20. 
JOB DECISION 

What sort of job should you look for? Much depends (16)______your long-term aim. You need 

to ask (17)______whether you want to specialize in a particular field, work your (18)______up to higher 

levels of responsibility or (19)______of your current employment into a broader field.  

This job will be studied very carefully when you send your letter of (20)______for your next job. 

Question 16:     A. of    B. with    C. for     D. on 

Question 17:     A. if     B. yourself    C. oneself    D. you   

Question 18:     A. path     B. street    C. way    D. road 
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Question 19:     A. off    B. out     C. into    D. over 

Question 20:     A. form    B. applicants     C. employment    D. application 

 

               Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to 

indicate the correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks 21 - 25. 
               Children in (21)______ Netherlands must be at least four years old to (22)______ primary 

education. Almost all 4-year-olds (99.3%) in the country indeed attend primary school, (23)______ this 

is not compulsory until children reach the age  (24)______ 5. Primary school is free of charge. In most 

schools, children are grouped by (25)______ in mixed ability classes, with one teacher for all subjects.  

Question 21:     A. Ø    B. the     C. a    D. an 

Question 22:     A. run    B. enter    C. come    D. afford   

Question 23:     A. due to    B. although     C. in spite    D. despite 

Question 24:     A. for    B. of    C. on     D. in 

Question 25:     A. elderly    B. age    C. old     D. aging  

             Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate 

the correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks 26 - 30. 
It can take a long time to become successful in your chosen field, however talented you are. One 

thing you have to be (26)______ of is that you will face criticism along the way. The world is 

(27)______ of people who would rather say something negative than positive. If you’ve made up your 

(28)______ to achieve a certain goal, such as writing a novel, (29)______ the negative criticism of 

others prevent you from reaching your target, and let the constructive criticism have a positive effect on 

your work. If someone says you’re totally in the (30)______ of talent, ignore them.   

Question 26:    A. alert      B. intelligent    C. clever    D. aware 

Question 27:    A. filled                B. packed    C. overflowing      D. full 

Question 28:    A. brain      B. thought    C. mind    D. idea                     

Question 29:    A. don’t let    B. won’t let    C. shouldn’t let         D. didn’t let  

Question 30:    A. missing    B. shortage      C. lack    D. absentee                  

 Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct 

word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks 31 - 35. 
 If women choose to pursue a career once they have children, they often miss out on a 

close (31)______with their children. Helen Jamieson is a mother of three who has given (32)______ 

work to look after her children full-time. She strongly believes that women are pressurized to do too 

much, driving themselves to the absolute limit. In her own case, after six years of paid employment, 

Helen finally decided to call it a day. She says she initially found it hard being at home, though she 

never misses the job itself. She admits that if she had had a brilliant career to begin (33)______, she 

might feel differently now. Financially, she is no worse off (34)______ before, as the cost of childcare 

and commuting exceeded her actual income. (35)______the government starts to give other tax 

incentives to working parents, she says she will not return to the workplace until her children are grown 

up.  

 Question 31:     A. friendship    B. membership    C. relationship    D. scholarship 

Question 32:     A. to    B. out    C. up    D. in   

Question 33:     A. up    B. with    C. to    D. at 

Question 34:     A. then    B. as    C. than    D. so 

Question 35:     A. Unless    B. If    C. Even if    D. Provided 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct word or 

phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks 36 - 40. 
Education is more important today than ever before. It helps people acquire the skills they need 

for such everyday  (36)______ as reading a newspaper or managing their money. It also gives them the 

specialized training they may need to  (37)______ for a job or career. For example, a person must meet 

certain educational requirements and obtain a  (38)______  or certificate before he can practice law or 

medicine. Many fields, like computer operation or police work,  (39)______  satisfactory completion of 

special training courses. 

Education is also important  (40)______  it helps people get more out of life. 
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Question 36: A. works              B. jobs      C. actions    D. activities 

Question 37:   A. do                     B. prepare        C. work    D. make   

Question 38:   A. paper    B.  license             C. card     D. diploma   

Question 39:   A. to require    B. requiring     C. requires           D. require  

Question 40:   A.  because    B. therefore               C. although     D. despite   

 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the 

other three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions 
Question 41:  A. employ B. describe C. interview D. appropriate  

Question 42:  A. engrave B. discover C. categorize D. memorialize 

Question 43:  A. dependent  B. substance C. chemist D. insight  

Question 44:  A. compete B. integrate C. advise D. defeat 

Question 45:  A. co-operate  B. extremely     C. necessary D. necessity 

Question 46:  A. follow B. offer C.  listen D. precede 

Question 47:  A. arable B. appreciate  C. architect D. appetite  

Question 48:  A. historic B. electric C. specific D. politics              

Question 49:  A. fascinate B. believe C. accept D. support  

Question 50:  A. formally B.  impression  C. interview  D. company  

Question 51:  A. comment  B. chemical  C. proceed D. alcohol  

Question 52:  A. discriminate B. recognize C. manage D. argue 

Question 53:  A. consist B. company  C. compose D.  compare            

Question 54:  A. attempt B. inform C. appeal D. hesitate 

Question 55:  A. subtract B. stimulate       C. announce D. maintain 

Question 56:  A. consequent B. frequently  C. subsequent  D. deliberate  

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D  to indicate the correct answer to each of the questions 57 - 61. 
Humans have struggled against weeds since the beginning of agriculture. The global need for 

weed control has been answered mainly by the chemical industry. Its herbicides are effective and 

sometimes necessary, but some pose serious problems, particularly if misused. Toxic compounds 

threaten animals and public health when they are present in food plant, ground water, and drinking 

water. They also harm workers who apply them.  

In recent years the chemical industry has introduced several herbicides that are more ecologically 

sound. Yet new chemicals alone cannot solve the world’s weed problems. Therefore, scientists are 

exploring the innate weed-killing powers of living organisms, primarily insects and microorganisms.  

The biological agents now in use are harmless to humans, environmentally friendly, and offer the benefit 

of specificity. They can be chosen for their ability to attack selected targets and leave crops and other 

plants untouched. In contrast, some of the most effective chemicals kill almost all the plants they come 

in contact with, sparing only those that are naturally resistant to those that have been genetically 

modified for resistance. Furthermore, a number of biological agents can be administered only once, after 

that no added applications are needed. Chemicals, typically, must be used several times per growing 

season. 

Question 57:  What is the passage primarily about?  

   A. A suggestion to ban the use of all herbicides     B. The dangers of toxic chemicals  

   C. The importance of the chemical industry     D. Advantages of biological agents over chemical ones 

Question 58: According to the passage, the use of chemical agents …………….. 

   A. has become more dangerous in recent years.    B. is occasionally required.  

   C. is perfectly safe              D. should be increased 

   Question 59: According to the passage, biological agents usually consist of …………….. 

   A. insects and micro organisms.    B. food plants        C. weeds D. various types of mammals. 

   Question 60: Which of the following is NOT given as an advantage of using biological agents over 

chemical herbicides?  

   A. They are less likely to destroy desirable                  B. They are safer for workers.  

   C. They do not have to be used as often                        D. They are more easily available. 

 Question 61:  The word ‘toxic’ in line 5 means …………….  
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   A. harmless     B. useful     C. poisonous      D. useless   

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the questions 62 - 66. 
Preparation is a key to a successful interview. Does the idea of going to a job interview make 

you feel a little nervous? Many people find that it is the hardest part of the employing process. But it is 

not really true. The more you prepare and practise, the more comfortable you will feel. You should find 

out as much as possible about the company before you go to the interview. Understand the products that 

they produce and the services that they provide. It is also good to know who the customers are and who 

the major competitors are. “Practice makes perfect”. It will also make you feel more confident and 

relaxed. So, practise your answers to common questions. Make a list of questions to ask, too. Almost all 

interviewers will ask if you have questions. This is a great opportunity for you to show your keenness, 

enthusiasm, and knowledge.  

Make a great impression. The interview is your chance to show that you are the best person for 

the job. Your application or résumé has already exhibited that you are qualified. Now it is up to you to 

show how your skills and experience match this position and this company. The employer will be 

looking and listening to determine if you are a good fit. He/she will be looking for a number of different 

qualities, in addition to the skills that you possess. To make the best impression, dress appropriately; 

express your strengths; arrive early, by about 10-15 minutes; be enthusiastic; shake hands firmly; be an 

active listener; sit up straight and maintain eye contact; and ask questions 

After the interview, follow up with a thank-you note. This is a chance for you to restate your interest and 

how you can benefit the company. Your best bet is to try to time it so that the note gets there before the 

hiring: decision is made. You should also follow up with a phone call if you do not hear back from the 

employer within the specified time.  

Question 62: The pronoun it in line 2  refers to ________.  

   A. the interviewer    B. the interview     C. the preparation    D. the job  

Question 63: What does the writer advise you to practice? 

   A. Meeting some customers and competitors.   B. Making products that the company produces.  

   C. Providing services that the company serves. D. Asking and answering questions related to the job 

Question 64: Which should not be shown during your interview? 

   A. Weaknesses    B. Punctuality   C. Being properly-dressed     D. A firm hand shaking 

Question 65: You can show your qualifications in the 

   A. eye contact with the interview                   B. dressing style and punctuality   

  C. competing with the competitors                  D. résumé and letter of application   

Question 66: Which is not included in the writer's advice? 

   A. You should telephone the interviewer for any information after the interview 

   B. You should write a note to say thanks to the interviewer after the interview 

   C. You 'should make the best impression in the interview.  

   D. You should not communicate with the interviewer after the interview.  

 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the questions 67 - 71. 

"Where is the university?" is a question that many visitors to Cambridge ask, but no one can give 

them a clear answer, for there is no wall to be found around the university. The university is the city. 

You can find the classroom buildings, libraries, museums and offices of the university all over the city. 

And most of its members are the students and teachers or professors of the thirty-one colleges.  

Cambridge was already developing town long before the first students and teachers arrived 800 years 

ago. It grew up by the river Granta, as the Cam was once called. A bridge was built over the river as 

early as 875.  

In the fourteen and fifteen centuries more and more land was used for college buildings. The 

town grew much faster in the nineteen century after the opening of the railway in 1845. Cambridge 

became a city in 1951 and now it has the population of over 100,000 many young students want to study 

at Cambridge. Thousands of people from all over the world come to visit the university town. It has 

become a famous place all round the world.  

Question 67: Why do most visitors come to Cambridge? 

   A. To find the classroom buildings.                    B. To study in the colleges in Cambridge.  
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   C. To see university.                                           D. To use the libraries of the university.  

Question 68: Around what time did the university begin to appear?  

   A. In the 9th century   B. In the 8th century C. In the 15th century     D. In the 14th century      

Question 69: Why did people name Cambridge the "city of Cambridge"?  

   A. Because the river was very well – known                    B. Because there is a river named Granta.  

   C. Because it was a developing town.             D. Because there is a bridge over the Cam.  

Question 70: From what we read, we know that Cambridge is now _______.  

   A. a city that may have a wall around it.               B.  a city of growing population 

   C. a city without wall.                     D. visited by international tourists.  

   Question 71: After which year did the town really begin developing?  

   A. After 1945     B. After 875     C. After 800     D. After 1845  

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the 

correct answer to each of the questions 72 - 76. 
Last week I went to visit Atlantic College, an excellent private college in Wales. Unusually, it 

gives people much needed experience of life outside the classroom, as well as the opportunity to study 

for their exams. The students, who are aged between 16 and 18 and come from all over the word, spend 

the morning studying. In the afternoon they go out and do a really useful activity, such as helping on the 

farm, looking after people with learning difficulties, or checking for pollution in rivers.  

One of the great things about Atlantic College students is that they come from many different 

social backgrounds and countries. As few can afford the fees of £20,000 over two years, grants are 

available.  

A quarter of students are British, and many of those can only attend because they receive government 

help.  

“I really admire the college for trying to encourage international understanding among young 

people", as Barbara Molenkamp, a student from the Netherlands, said. ''You learn to live with people 

and respect them, even the ones you don't like. During the summer holidays my mother couldn't believe 

how much less I argued with my sister. " 

To sum up, Atlantic College gives its students an excellent education, using methods which really seem 

to work.  

Question 72: What is the writer trying to do in the text?  

   A. describe the activities the students do in their free time  

   B.  give an opinion about a particular student  

   C. give an opinion about a special type of education  

   D.  describe his own experience of education  

Question 73: What can a reader find out from this text?  

   A. how to become a student at Atlantic College  

   B. what the British education system is like  

   C. how to get along better with other people  

   D. what kind of programme Atlantic College offers  

Question 74: What is the writer's opinion of Atlantic College?  

   A. It doesn’t give good value for money.   B.  It doesn't allow students enough study time.  

   C. Its way of teaching is successful.   D. Its students are taught to like each other. 

   Question 75: How has Barbara changed since being at Atlantic College?  

   A. She finds it easier to get on with other people.  

   B. She prefers her new friends to her family 

   C. She knows a lot about other countries.  

   D. She is more confident than her sister now.  

Question 76:  The word "argued" in the third paragraph is closest in meaning to_________.  

   A. respected    B. regarded    C. admired    D. quarreled 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate 

the correct answer to each of the questions 77 - 81. 
Every year students in many countries learn English .Some of these students are young children. 

Others  are teenagers. Many are adults. Some learn at school, others study by themselves. A few learn 
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English just by hearing the language in film, on television, in the office or among their friends. But not 

many are lucky enough to do that. Most people must work hard to learn another language. Many boys 

and girls learn English at school because it is one of their subjects. They study their own language, and 

mathematics … and English. In England, America, or Australia, many boys and girls study their own 

language, which is English ,and mathematics… and another language perhaps French or German or 

Spanish. Many adults learn English, because it is useful for their work. Teenagers often learn English for 

their higher studies, because some of their books are in English at the college or university. Other people 

learn English because they want to read newspapers or magazines in English. 

Question 77: Many people learn English by…………………………. 

   A. watching video only.                 B. working hard on their lessons 

   C. hearing the language in the office                     D. talking with the film stars 

Question 78: Many boys and girls learn English because ……………………  

   A. they have to study their own language                B. English can give them a job. 

    C. it is included in their study courses.                    D. their parents make them.  

Question 79: In American or Australia  many school children study…………….. 

   A. English as a foreign language.  B. Their own language and no foreign language. 

      C. English and mathematics only.     D. Such foreign languages as French, German, and Spanish 

Question 80: Many adults learn English, because …………………… 

   A. it is their own language      B. it is useful for their work   C. it is useful for their entertainment    D. 

it is interesting 

Question 81: According to the writer . 

   A. Only adults learn English.                B. English is useful only to teenagers 

   C. No children like learning English.       D. English is popular in much of the world.   

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate 

the correct answer to each of the questions 82 - 86. 
The American education system requires that students complete 12 years of  primary and 

secondary education prior to attending university or college. This may be accomplished either at public 

or government-operated schools, or at private schools. These 12 years of schooling or their equivalent 

may also be completed outside the USA, thus giving foreign students the opportunity to pursue the 

benefits of the American education system and obtain a quality American education. Perhaps one of the 

most impressive facts is that a large number of presidents, prime ministers and leaders from other 

countries have experienced the American education system and graduated from a university or school in 

the USA. In many fields and industries, the American education system offers the most cutting-edge, 

sought-after programs at the world's best schools. That is why graduating from an accredited American 

school and being exposed to the rigors of the American education system is an investment in your 

future.  

Whether you want to study at a top USA university, a top USA college, a vocational or high 

school, a thorough understanding of how the American education system works is essential. Without a 

clear grasp of the American education system, an international student will find it difficult to make the 

right academic choices. It is no surprise that the American education system and the American school 

system host more international students than any other country in the world! 

Question 82: The expression government-operated could best be replaced by _____. 

   A. boarding    B. state     C. independent      D. vocationa 

Question 83: The writer _______ the US education. 

   A. dislikes    B. overstates     C. appreciates    D. underestimates 

Question 84: According to the text, students in the USA _______. 

   A. are not necessarily take primary and secondary education in the country 

  B. needn't take primary and secondary education 

   C. spend less than 12 years for primary and secondary education 

   D. are made to take primary and secondary education in the country 

Question 85:  Which is true? 

   A. There are not many foreign students in the US.    B. The US education is not good enough for 

foreign students. 
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   C. Foreign students are not offered opportunities in the US:    

   D. Many leaders all over the world have studied in the US. 

Question 86: What is the writer's advice? 

   A.  International students should have a thorough understanding of how the American education 

system works before going there to study. 

   B. International students should not study at a top USA university, a top USA college, a vocational or 

high school. 

   C. International students should not invest their future education in the US.  

   D. Without a clear grasp of the American education system, an international student can make the 

right academic choices 

  mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the questions 87 - 91. 
When you first apply for a job, you might not succeed in getting it. It’s always a good idea to ask 

them to explain to you what prevented you from beating the other candidates. Don’t complain about the 

situation, but ask them to advise you on what you can do better next time. Perhaps the interviewer 

disproved of or disagreed with something you said. Perhaps they just glance at your application and saw 

something that made it easy to choose between you and another candidate. Don’t regard it as a failure, 

but recognize it as chance to learn more. As long as you don’t worry too much about it and continue to 

believe in yourself, you’ll eventually find the chance you’ve been waiting for. Then your family and 

friends will be able to congratulate you on your success! 

Question 87: You might ________when you first apply for it.  

   A. get a job     B. fail in getting a job                C. have a job            D. succeed in getting a job  

Question 88: What could you do if you didn’t succeed in getting a job? 

   A. find another job     B. ask the interviewers for explanation   C. quit it       D. forget 

everything  

Question 89: It is a good way to ask the interviewers ________. 

   A. to advise you for the next time     B. helping      C. to supply you a job      D. pay you money   

Question 90: You fail in the job interview because of ________. 

   A. your failure          B. you’re not confident    C. you’re not good     D. interviewer’s 

disagreement    

Question 91: You should regard failing in the job interview as ________. 

   A. interviewer’s failure    B. a bad thing    C. your failure     D. a chance to learn more  

 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs 

correction in each of the following questions 
Question 1:  It is primary education that establishes foundations in science  

  A                                  B 

geography, history, as well other social sciences for young students. 

                                     C                               D 

 

Question 2:  Education and training are an important steps in getting the kind of job  

         A                                  B                                  C 

that you would like to have.  

  D 

Question 3:  There are three students talking about their impressive in the university life.  

         A             B             C    D              

Question 4:  Each term in a school year in England is separated by one-month break called half 

term.   

A                        B                                        C                  D 

Question 5:  Higher education is very importance to national economies, and it is  

                                             A                                  B 

also a source of trained and educated personnel for the whole country. 

                                                     C                                            D 

Question 6:  There are two semesters in an academic year in schools in England.  
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           A   B                 C                       D 

Question 7:  Great singers of the world can be hearing at the Sydney Opera House  

               A      B           C D 

 

Question 8:  No one noticed my existent, I felt very lonely and nostalgia.         

                 A                  B            C                                 D 

Question 9:  Higher vocational education and training that combines teaching of  

               A                                                    B 

both practical skills and theoretical expertise.  

               C                                D 

Question 10:  Higher general education is based on theoretical expertise and might  

                                               A                                 B 

be contrasted with higher vocational education, which concentrating  

              C                                                                               D 

on both practice and theory.   

Question 11:  Schooling is optional to all English children from the age of 6 to 15.  

                 A                            B               C     D  

Question 12:  My roommates always have the lights on while I was trying to sleep.  

                        A                   B         C   D 

Question 13:  When I lived far from home for the first time, I feel very lonely and homesick.  

     A           B             C               D 

Question 14:  The major goals of primary education is to achieve basic literacy and  

               A                                       B         C                                 D 

numeracy among all students.  

 

 

Question 15:  An academic year in Vietnam consists of three terms from September to May.  

        A                                     B        C                           D 

 

Question 16:  We are working, that means that we are contributing goods and  

                             A              B                        C  

services to our society.  

      D 

Question 17:  If we will reduce the speed of population growth, there will be 

                    A         B                       

 less pressure on the earth.  

 C               D 

Question 18:  The education children are received during their primary years is  

                      A                          B  

crucial for both their personal development and their country as a whole.  

    C                                                                                                   D  

Question 19:  If we don’t stop to destroy forests, soon there will be no forest 

    A                                 B          C 

Left on the earth.  

  D 

Question 20:  Don’t all of us want to be loved and need by other people ? 

     A                          B                  C         D 

Question 21:  If I am 10 centimetres taller, I would play basketball.  

     A                    B  C  D  

 

Question 22:  At first, college was a little daunted. But now, I gradually like my university life 

here.  
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   A                    B        C             D 

Question 23:  Do you ever feel that life is not being fair to you because you cannot  

               A             B                                                  C 

seem to get the job where you want or that really suits you? 

                                        D 

Question 24:               

 My roommate always blame my typing whenever she gets sick.  

                            A         B          C    D           

 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the most suitable response to complete 

each of the following exchanges. 
Question 25: The road to our village ______ widened next year.  

   A. Can    B. will be    C. is     D. Will 

Question 26: Without the traffic jam on the high way this morning, I _______ late for the meeting.  

   A. wouldn't have been     B. would have been  C. would be     D.  hadn't been    

Question 27: He retired at the _______ of 60.  

   A. age     B. old    C. older    D. elder 

Question 28: Mathematics, a required subject in all schools, is _______ into many branches.  

   A. grouped     B. divided     C. Added    D. prepared  

Question 29: Food______________ direct to the market by trucks.  

   A. can be delivered    B.  deliver     C. Delivered    D. Delivers 

Question 30: Qualifications and _______ are two most important factors that help you get a good job.  

   A. impression    B. politeness     C. experience    D. Attention 

Question 31: Wendy got a part-time job _______ she could be able to pay for school expenses.  

   A. although     B. but     C. Unless    D. so that  

Question 32: I wish I _______ Bob the money; he spent it all gambling.  

   A. weren't lending     B. wouldn't lend     C. hadn't lent     D. didn't lend  

Question 33: Gold ______ in California in the 19th century.  

   A. was discover    B. they discovered    C. has been discovered    D. was discovered 

Question 34: _______ yet? 

   A. Have the letters been typed    B. Had the letters typed 

   C. Have been the letters typed    D. Have the letters typed 

Question 35: He solemnly promised _______ in our business.  

   A. not interfering     B. not to interfere  

   C. wouldn't interfere     D. to not interfere  

Question 36: Tommy left high school _______ the age _______ seventeen.  

   A. in / for     B. at / of     C. of / in    D. on / with  

Question 37: I would like to know the reason _______ he decided to quit the job.  

   A. Which    B. When    C. Why    D. Where 

Question 38: The new shopping mall is gigantic. It's advertised as a place_______ you can find just 

about anything you might want to buy.  

   A. which     B. in that     C. in where     D. where  

Question 39: There was no one else at the post office. I_______ in a queue.  

   A. mustn't wait     B. needn't wait  

   C. didn't need to wait       D. needn't have waited  

Question 40: "David is in prison for smoking drugs. " - "He ______ that it was against the law. " 

   A. Tells    B. was told    C. Told    D. is telling 

Question 41: Joe, who is one of my elder sister's sons, is my favorite_______.  

   A. nephew     B. grandson     C. niece     D. Uncle 

Question 42: Mathematics, a required subject in all schools, is _______ into many branches.  

   A. grouped     B. divided     C. added    D. prepared  

Question 43: Different styles of jeans______________ to match the 1960’s fashions.  

   A. were designed    B. had designed    C. Designed    D. are designed 
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Question 44: "The maintenance people didn't remove the chairs from the ballroom. " - "Don't worry. 

They ______ them before the dance begins. " 

   A. were moved    B. will have been moved    C. Moved    D. will have moved 

Question 45: Children will work hard if the lessons are _______.  

   A. expressing    B. interesting    C. disappointing    D. inquiring 

Question 46: I wish I _______ more time to study before last exam.  

   A. had     B. had had     C. could have     D. have had  

Question 47: Could you please tell me some information that _______ to the job? 

   A. interests     B. expresses    C. Relates    D. indicates  

Question 48: "I have a headache. " - " _______ you take an aspirin?"  

   A. What must     B. Why should     C. Why don't     D. What should  

Question 49: Traffic rules____________ strictly.  

   A. must be followed    B. must follow    C. must followed    D. followed  

Question 50: He has not been offered the job because he cannot meet the _______ of the company.  

   A. Requirements    B. applicants     C. Information    D. Education 

Question 51: They have just found the couple and their car _______ were swept away during the heavy 

storm last week.  

   A. Whose    B. That    C. Which    D. When 

Question 52: The questions on the test were too long and difficult. I found it_______ to finish them on 

time.  

   A. impossible     B. possibly     C. possibility    D. possible  

Question 53:  The medicine _______ had no effect at all.  

   A. the doctor gave me      B. which the doctor gave it to me  

   C. which given to me by the doctor     D. the doctor gave it to me  

Question 54: Ms Young, to _______ many of her students are writing, is living happily and peacefully 

in Canada.  

   A. whom    B. whose    C. that     D. who  

Question 55: I’m so _______ that I cannot say anything, but keep silent.  

   A.  nerve     B. nervously     C. nervous     D. nervousness 

Question 56: In England schooling is compulsory _______ all children from the age of 5 to 16.  

   A. with     B. over    C. to     D. for  

Question 57:  If I _______ my passport, I'll be in troubles.  

   A. would lose      B. lose     C.  ‘ll lose     D. lost  

Question 58: You are not allowed to use the club's facilities _____ you are a member. 

   A. Supposed    B. Unless    C. if    D. Provided 

Question 59: If you drove more carefully, you_______ so many accidents.  

   A. would not have    B. has    C. wouldn’t have had     D. will not have  

Question 60: A/an _______ is an official document stating that you have passed an examination, 

completed a course, or .achieved some necessary qualifications. 

   A. test      B. education    C. certificate    D. requirement 

Question 61: If you understand a matter thoroughly, that means you understand it_______.  

   A. hardly    B. scarcely     C. hard    D. completely 

Question 62: Angela is not only a capable reporter_______ a promising writer.  

   A. as well as     B. but also     C. or     D. and  

Question 63: Before the interview, you have to send a letter of _______ and your résumé to the 

company.  

   A. reference    B. application     C. curriculum vitae    D. Photograph   

Question 64: Is English a compulsory subject or a(n) _______ one at high school here?  

   A. mandatory    B. optional    C. obligatory     D. obliging  

Question 65: How long does the whole Secondary Education in Vietnam last? – _______ years.  

   A. four    B. seven    C. three    D. five 

Question 66: "Those eggs of different colors are very artistic. " - "Yes, they ______ in Russia. " 

   A. were painting    B. were painted    C. Painted    D. were paint 
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Question 67: The old lady was ______ exhausted after the long walk.  

   A. pretty    B. absolutely    C. very    D. fairly.  

Question 68: What is minimum entrance _______ for this course?   

   A. condition     B. requirement     C. certificate     D. ability  

Question 69: Some days of rest may help to _______ the pressure of work.  

   A. Chop    B.  Crease    C. lower     D. reduce  

Question 70: Do you know _______ this handbag might be?  

   A. whom     B. to whom     C. who's     D. whose  

Question 71: _______anyone call, would you please ask them to call back later?  

   A. When    B. Unless     C. If     D. Should 

Question 72: These students are wondering what university they should _______ for.  

   A. apply     B. attend    C.  go    D. ask  

Question 73: She_______ if she has time.  

   A. would call    B. calling    C. calls    D. will call 

Question 74: All _______ to universities or colleges in England are made through UCAS.  

   A. applicants     B. Applications    C. Applicant    D. application  

Question 75: English is an important _______ that is required in several national examinations: 

   A.  test    B. subject    C. language    D. evaluation 

Question 76: If you put your money into that business, you risk _______ every penny.  

   A. lose     B. Losing    C. to lose     D. lost  

Question 77: _______ you pass the final examination, you'll be given a holiday in Dalat.  

   A. So        B. Since    C. Though     D. Once  

Question 78: It _______ that learning a foreign language _______ a lot of time. 

   A. is saying / has been taken  B. says / is taken       C. is said / takes    D. was said / was taken 

Question 79: All the homework_____________ at home.  

   A. should be doing    B. should done    C. should be done    D. should do 

Question 80: He had been expected to cope well with examinations and _______ good results. 

   A. consider    B. last  C. object    D. achieve 

Question 81: If he_______ up earlier, he’d get to work on time.  

   A. had got    B. will get    C. got    D. gets 

Question 82: The telephone _______ by Alexander Graham Bell.  

   A. was invented    B. invented     C. is inventing     D. is invented  

Question 83: In _______ most countries, it is compulsory for children to receive primary education. 

   A. the       B. a    C. Ø    D. an 

Question 84: This shopping center gets_______ crowded with shoppers at the weekend.  

   A. always more     B. from more to more   C. crowded and more     D. more and more  

Question 85: My father works for a construction company in _______.  

   A. Winchester, that is a city in the U. K.  B. Winchester is a city in the U. K.  

   C. Winchester where is a city in the U. K.  D. Winchester, which is a city in the U. K 

Question 86: My bike, _______ I had left at the gate, had disappeared.   

   A. which     B. –     C. When    D. That 

Question 87: Students who study far from home often have problems with _______.  

   A. roomates    B. accommodation   C. houses    D. flats 

Question 88: In the UK, _______ schools  refer to government-funded schools which provide education 

free of charge to pupils.  

   A. independent     B. secondary     C. primary    D. state  

Question 89: _______ these lessons carefully or you won't understand the information on the test.  

   A. Read    B. Unless you read   C. If you read     D. When you read  

Question 90: Was_______ I said a moment ago clear?  

   A. what     B. which     C. when     D. That 

Question 91: It was very kind _______ us to your party.  

   A. of you to invite     B. for you to invite  

   C. to you that invited     D. of you invited  
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Question 92: Either you or I _______ going to meet Professor Pike at the airport.  

   A. are     B. Were    C. am     D. has been 

Question 93: Nobody was injured in the accident , ______? 

   A. was he    B. were they    C. weren’t they.     D. was there 

Question 94: The room is being ______ at the moment.  

   A. cleaning    B. clean    C. cleaned    D. was cleaned 

Question 95: My teacher always gives us a clear _______.  

   A. explained    B. explanation    C. explain     D. explanatory 

Question 96: I have to bring _______ me to the interview. 

   A. along    B. in    C.  with     D. upon 

Question 97: If the train is late, we_______ to the office.  

   A. walk    B. would walk    C. walks    D. will walk  

Question 98: Annie has three brothers, _______ are pilots.  

   A. who all of them     B. that all of them    C. who they all     D. all of whom  

Question 99: He would still be alive today if he _______ that drug.  

   A. wouldn't take     B. didn't take     C. weren't taking     D. hadn't taken  

Question 100: The weather was very nice, so he found_______ a raincoat with him.  

   A. it unnecessary taking     B. it unnecessary to take  C. unnecessary to take  D. it necessary to take  

Question 101: The man and his dogs _______ were reported missing yesterday have just been found 

safe.  

   A. Whom    B. Who    C. Which    D. that  

Question 102: The ao dai_______________ for years.  

   A. was modernized     B. have been modernized   C. has been modernized    D.  is modernized  

Question 103: _______ is the study of the events of the past. 

   A. History    B. Literature    C. Arts      D. Geography 

Question 104: They have just visited the town _______ location was little known.  

   A. where     B. Which    C. That    D. whose  

Question 105: The word jeans comes from a kind of material that___________ in Europe.  

   A.  had made    B. are made    C. made     D. was made  

Question 106: There was a _______ table in the middle of the room.  

   A. beautiful wooden Japanese round  B. beautiful round Japanese wooden  

   C. Japanese round beautiful wooden  D. beautiful wooden round Japanese  

Question 107: The house _______ is more than 100 years old.  

   A. in where I live    B. where I live     C. where I live in    D. in that I live  

Question 108: "Is April twenty-first the day _______?" ''No, the twenty-second. "  

   A. on that you'll arrive     B. when you'll arrive    C. you'll arrive then     D. when you'll arrive on  

Question 109: A letter of _______ is sometimes really necessary for you in a job interview.  

   A. recommend     B. recommendationC.  recommended     D. recommender 

Question 110:  Parents can express a _______ for the school their child attends.  

   A. preference     B. Preferable    C. preferential     D. Prefer 

Question 111:  Had you told me that this was going to happen, I _______ it.  

   A. don't believe     B. can't believe  

   C. hadn't believed     D. would never have believed  

Question 112: Not all teenagers are well _______ for their future job when they are at high school.  

   A. Prepared    B. Satisfied    C. concerned     D. interested  

Question 113: _______ speaking, I do not really like my present job.  

   A. Honestly    B. Honesty    C. Honest D. Dishonest 

Question 114: Beethoven's Fifth Symphony _______ next weekend. 

   A. will have performed    B. has been performed 

   C. is going to be performed    D. will be performing 

Question 115: _______ you known he was a liar, would you have agreed to support him?  

   A. Since     B. Had     C. Did     D. If  

Question 116: The application form______________ to the university before May 31st.  
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   A. must be sent    B. must send     C. must be send     D. Sent 

Question 117: Burning garbages pollute the air with_______ odors.  

   A. pleasant  B. pleasing    C. unpleasant    D. pleasure 

Question 118: The old man is said______ all his money to an old people’s home when he died.  

   A. to leave    B. to have left.     C. to leaving    D. have left 

Question 119: ______ that military spending is extremely high.  

   A. We are left    B. It feels    C. It is felt    D. We feel that it is 

Question 120: If I hadn’t gone by bus to the zoo, I _____ carsick. 

   A. Can get    B. got   C. Would not have got    D. Would not get 

Question 121: The house has_______________ after the fire.  

   A. to be rebuilt    B. be to rebuilt    C.  to rebuild     D.  Rebuilt 

Question 122: Frank invited Janet, _______, to the party.  

   A. that he had met in Japan    B. meeting in Japan 

   C. met in Japan     D. whom he had met in Japan 

Question 123: These are requirements _____ those who want to become a pharmacist.  

   A. For    B. in      C. about     D. of  

Question 124: A new hospital_____________ next year.  

   A. is built     B. will be built     C. will build    D. has been built  

Question 125: Fee-paying schools are often called "independent schools", "private schools" or 

“_______ schools"  

   A. Primary    B. college     C. secondary     D. public  

Question 126: If I _______ my passport, I'll be in troubles.  

   A. would lose     B. lost     C. ‘ll lose     D. lose  

Question 127: Her job was so _______ that she decided to quit it.  

   A. wonderful    B. Stressful    C. interesting     D. satisfactory 

Question 128: The academic year in Vietnam is over _______ the end _______ May.  

   A. on / in     B. for / on     C. from / in     D. at / of 

Question 129: Universities send letters of _______ to successful candidates by post.  

   A. acceptance     B. announcement    C. Reply    D. agreement 

Question 130: _______ here, he would help us with these troubles.  

   A. Unless Peter were    B. If were Peter     

   C. Were Peter          D. Unless were Peter   

Question 131: She reads newspapers every day to look for the vacant _______ for which she can apply. 

   A. positions    B. institutions    C. locations    D. indications 

Question 132: The old woman spent her _______ life living with her only daughter.  

   A. entire     B. quite    C. complete    D. total 

Question 133: "David is in prison for smoking drugs. " - "He ______ that it was against the law. " 

   A. was told    B. tells    C. is telling    D. told 

Question 134: It was just a friendly get-together. Everyone was wearing _______ clothes. No one 

needed to be well-dressed.  

   A. formal    B. unimportant     C. casual     D. unfriendly 

 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to 

the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions 

Question 1: Around 150 B.C. the Greek astronomer Hipparchus developed a system 

to classify stars according to brightness. 
   A. diversify    B. shine    C. record     D. categorize  

Question 2: He sacrificed a promising career to look after his handicapped daughter. 
   A. gave    B. gave up    C. let it go    D. threw away 

Question 3:  I could see the finish line and thought I was home and dry. 
   A. hopeful     B. successful      C. hopeless    D. unsuccessful 
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Question 4: When being interviewed, you should concentrate on what the interviewer is saying 

or asking you. 
   A. be related to     B. pay all attention to    C. express interest to    D. be interested in 

Question 5: In England, schooling is compulsory for all children from the age of 5 to 16. 
   A. put on clothes    B. put into blush    C. put into force    D. taken off 

Question 6: He was asked to account for his presence at the scene of crime. 
   A. complain    B. exchange C. explain    D. arrange 

Question 7: You may jot down your qualifications and experience. 
   A. note down    B. mention    C. find out    D. type 

Question 8: In a school year in Vietnam, there are two terms called the first term and the second 

term. 
   A. semester    B. system    C. infants    D. semesters 

Question 9: The shop assistant was totally bewildered by the customer's behavior.  
   A. upset    B. puzzled    C. angry     D. disgusted 

Question 10: In English, the subject precedes the verb.   
   A. comes first    B. comes before    C. comes after    D. be in front 

Question 11: In Vietnam, children from the age of six must go to school. 
   A. Volunteered    B. choosing    C. be compulsory    D. optional 

Question 12: Though many scientific breakthroughs have resulted from mishaps it has taken 

brilliant thinkers to recognize their potential. 
   A. accidents      B. incidentals    C. misunderstandings    D. misfortunes 

Question 13: The minister was obliged to report at least once every six months. 
   A. had to    B. was compulsory    C. required    D. must 

Question 14: The teacher gave some suggestions on what could come out for the examination. 
   A. effects    B. hints    C. symptoms    D. demonstrations 

Question 15: Catherine rejected many suitable men before settling on Tom.  
   A. saw    B. said no to    C. accepted    D. met 

Question 16: He was dismissed because of his laziness. 
   A. sacked    B. employed    C. appointed    D. offered 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to 

the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions 

Question 17: During the five- decade history the Asian Games have been advancing in all 

aspects. 
   A. holding  back    B. holding  to    C. holding by    D. holding  at  

Question 18: He decided not to buy the fake watch and wait until he had more money. 
   A. original    B. forger    C. faulty     D. authentic 

Question 19: We offer a speedy and secure service of transferring money in less than 24 hours. 
   A. open    B. uninterested    C. unsure    D. slow 

Question 20: The International Organizations are going to be in a temporary way in the country. 
   A. soak  B. permanent  C. complicated    D. guess 

Question 21: Solar energy is not only plentiful but also infinite. 
   A. indefinite    B. boundless C. limited    D. without  limit 

Question 22: : She was brought up in a well-off family. She can’t understand the problems we 

are facing. 
   A. kind    B. wealthy    C. broke    D. poor 

Question 23: Her father likes the head cabbage rare.  
   A. precious    B. over-boiled    C. scarce    D. scare 

Question 24: The US troops are using much more sophisticated weapons in the Far East. 
   A. complicated    B. difficult to operate    C. simple and easy to use    D. expensive 

Question 25: A chronic lack of sleep may make us irritable and reduces our motivation to work. 
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   A. uncomfortable    B. miserable    C. calm    D. responsive  

Question 26: The rocket steepened its ascent.   
   A. dissent    B. decent    C. decant    D. descent 

Question 27: Whatever the activity level, all types of hobbies can require high levels of 

expertise. 
   A. skillfulness B. expertness  C. incompetence    D. incapable 

Question 28: Affluent families find it easier to support their children financially. 
   A. Wealthy    B. Well-off    C. Impoverished    D. Privileged 

Question 29: There are several different kinds of faults in reading which are usually more 

exaggerated with foreign learners. 
   A. overemphasized    B. understated    C. undertaken    D. overestimated 

Question 30: We'd better speed up if we want to get there in time. 
   A. put  down    B. turn  down    C. slow  down    D. lie down 

Question 31: She is a very generous old woman. She has given most of her wealth to a charity 

organization. 
   A. kind    B. mean    C. amicable    D. hospitable 

Question 32: Synthetic products are made from chemicals or artificial substances. 
   A. unusual    B. man-made  C. made by machine    D. natural  

 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs 

from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions 

Question 33:     A. bride    B. determine    C. confide     D. oblige 

Question 34:     A. average    B. indicate    C. grade     D. application 

Question 35:     A. certificate    B. campus    C. close-knit  D. compulsory 

Question 36:     A. secure    B. future    C. contribute  D. shuttle 

Question 37:     A. spirit    B. final    C. describe  D. title  

Question 38:     A. healthy    B. threaten    C. great      D. breath  

Question 39:     A. grows    B. tends    C. sweeps              D. roars 

Question 40:     A. scoreboard    B. accompany      C. fascinating   D. discriminate 

Question 41:     A. early    B. duty    C. University    D. apply 

Question 42:     A. ethnic    B. there    C. gather      D. although 

Question 43:     A. misses    B. leaves    C. goes      D. potatoes 

Question 44:     A. character    B. technical    C. charming   D. chemical  

Question 45:     A. delivered    B. performed    C. interviewed D. finished 

Question 46:         A. recovered     B. advanced     C. endangered D. threatened  

Question 47:         A. caps     B. roofs     C. players     D. posts 

Question 48:       A. pollution     B. alcohol     C. doctor     D. ordinary  
 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in 

meaning to each of the following questions 
Question 49: : She is a famous author. She is also an influential political commentator. 

   A. She is neither a famous author nor a political commentator. 

   B. She likes writing famous books and commenting on politics. 

   C. She is not only a famous author but also an influential political commentator. 

   D. She writes famous books, but she does not know much about politics. 

Question 50: I think Alfred Nobel invented dynamite.  

   A. It is thought that Alfred Nobel invented dynamite.  

   B. Alfred Nobel was thought to invent dynamite by me.  

   C. It is think that Alfred Nobel invented dynamite.  

   D. Alfred Nobel was invented dynamite by me. 

Question 51: Those who are riding a motorbike are not allowed to take off their helmet.  

   A. You should not wear a helmet when you are riding a motorbike.  

   B. Those who are wearing a helmet are not allowed to ride a motorbike.  
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   C. People must never take their helmet off while they are riding a motorbike 

   D. It is the helmet that one needn't wear when he is riding a motorbike 

Question 52: They have changed the date of the meeting. .  

   A. The date of the meeting has been changed.  

   B. The meeting has been changed the date.  

   C. The date of the meeting has changed.  

   D. The date of the meeting has been changed by them.  

Question 53: It is the earth's gravity that gives us our weight.  

   A. Due to the earth's gravity we cannot weigh anything.  

   B. If there were not the earth's gravity, we would be weightless.  

   C. The earth's gravity is given weight by people.  

   D. We are overweight because of the earth's 'gravity.  

Question 54: My friend had not expected the film to be so funny.  

   A. The funny film was what my friend had expected.  

   B. My friend was funny and expected the film  

   C. The film was funnier than my friend had expected 

   D. The film was expected to be funny.  

Question 55: We have no seats left for the concert next Sunday   

   A. All the seats were sold for the concert next Sunday  

   B. The concert next Sunday had no seats for us  

   C. No seats left for us for the concert next Sunday  

   D. All the seats for the concert next Sunday have been booked  

Question 56: John will have received the papers by tomorrow.  

   A. The papers will have been received by tomorrow by John. 

   B. The papers will have been received John by tomorrow 

   C. The papers will have received tomorrow by John.  

   D. The papers will have received John by tomorrow.  

Question 57: They drove fifteen miles off the main road. Also, they had nothing to eat for the day. 

   A. Driving fifteen miles off the main road, they eventually had something to eat for the day. 

   B. Not only did they drive fifteen miles off the main road, they also had nothing to eat for the day. 

   C. They drove fifteen miles off the main road until they had something to eat for the day 

   D. They neither drove fifteen miles off the main road nor had anything to eat for the day. 

Question 58: I did not answer the door even though I knew it was my friend. 

   A. Only when I answered the door did I knew it was my friend. 

   B. I answered the door since I knew it was my friend. 

   C. unless I knew it was my friend, I would not answer the door. 

   D. I knew it was my friend, but I did not answer the door. 

Question 59: Somebody accused me of stealing money.  

   A.  I was accused of stealing money by somebody 

   B. I was accused stealing money 

   C. I was accused of stealing money.  

   D. I was accused by somebody of stealing money.  

Question 60: II do my homework and schoolwork in separate books. I don't get muddled up. 

   A. I would get muddled up if I did not separate homework from schoolwork 

   B. Having two separate books at home and at work helps me avoid getting muddled up. 

   C.  I do not get muddled up due to the separation between homework and schoolwork. 

   D. I do my homework and schoolwork in separate books so that I won't get muddled up. 

Question 61: : I had to do my homework. I could not help my mother with the washing-up. 

   A. I could not do my homework because I had to help my mother with the washing-up. 

   B.  It was impossible for me to do my homework although my mother helped me with the washing-up. 

   C. I could not help my mother with the washing-up until I finished my homework 

   D. Because I was busy doing my homework, I could not help my mother with the washing-up. 

Question 62: Smoking is an extremely harmful habit. You should give it up immediately. 
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   A. As smoking is an extremely harmful habit, you should give it up immediately. 

   B. You should give up smoking immediately and you will fall into an extremely harmful habit. 

   C. When you give up smoking immediately, you will affect your health with this harmful habit. 

   D. Stop your smoking immediately so it will become one of your extremely harmful habits. 

Question 63: I did not arrive in time. I was not able to see her off. 

   A. She had left because I was not on time.  B. I did not go there, so I could not see her off. 

   C.  I arrived very late to say goodbye to her.  D. I was not early enough to see her off. 

Question 64: : My sister is good at cooking. My brother is bad at it. 

   A. My sister is good at cooking, but my brother is bad at it. 

   B. My sister is good at cooking, for my brother is bad at it. 

   C. My sister is good at cooking, so my brother is bad at it. 

   D. My sister is good at cooking, or my brother is bad at it. 

Question 65: My mother is very busy with her work at the office. She still takes good care of us. 

   A. My mother is too busy with her work at the office to take good care of us. 

   B. Because my mother is very busy with her work at the office, she takes good care of us 

   C.  In spite of being very busy with her work at the office, my mother takes good care of us. 

   D. My mother is so busy with her work at the office that she cannot take good care of us. 

Question 66: He cannot lend me the book now. He has not finished reading it yet. 

   A. He cannot lend me the book until he has finished reading it. 

   B. As long as he cannot finish reading the book, he will lend it to me. 

   C.  Not having finished reading the book, he will lend it to me. 

   D. Having finished reading the book, he cannot lend it to me. 

Question 67: Mai usually helps her classmates with their studies. Her classmates appreciate her. 

   A.  Mai usually helps her classmates with their studies, or they appreciate her. 

   B. Mai usually helps her classmates with their studies, for they appreciate her. 

   C. Mai usually helps her classmates with their studies, but they appreciate her 

   D. Mai usually helps her classmates with their studies, so they appreciate her. 

Question 68: He behaved in a very strange way. That surprised me a lot. 

   A. His behaviour was a very strange thing, that surprised me most. 

   B. What almost surprised me was the strange way he behaved. 

   C. He behaved very strangely, which surprised me very much. 

   D. I was almost not surprised by his strange behaviour. 

Question 69: : We didn‘t want to spend a lot of money. We stayed in a cheap hotel. 

   A. Rather than spending a lot of money, we stayed in a cheap hotel. 

   B. We stayed in a cheap hotel, but we had to spend a lot of money. 

   C. We didn‘t stay in a cheap hotel as we had a lot of money to spend. 

   D.  In spite of spending a lot of money, we stayed in a cheap hotel. 

Question 70: People don’t use this road very often.  

   A. This road very often is not used.  B. This road not very often is used.  

   C. This road is not used very often.            D. Not very often this road is not used.  

Question 71: His academic record at high school was poor. He failed to apply to that prestigious 

institution. 

   A. His academic record at high school was poor because he didn’t apply to that prestigious institution 

   B. His academic record at high school was poor; as a result, he failed to apply to that prestigious 

institution. 

   C. Failing to apply to that prestigious institution, his academic record at high school was poor 

   D. His academic record at high school was poor as a result of his failure to apply to that prestigious 

institution. 

Question 72: I / finish / read / long novel / Arthur Hailey // 

   A. I finished to read a long novel of Arthur Hailey. 

   B. I’ve just finished reading a long novel written by Arthur Hailey.  

   C. I finished the reading long novel with Arthur Hailey 

   D. I’ve finished reading the long Arthur Hailey’s novel.  
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Question 73: Somebody is using the computer at the moment.  

   A. The computer is being used at the moment.  

   B. The computer is being used by somebody at the moment.  

   C. The computer is used at the moment.  

   D. The computer at the moment is being used.  

Question 74: They felt disappointed because of the bad exam results.  

   A. The bad exam results made them to feel disappointed 

   B. They felt disappointed, so the exam results were bad.  

   C. The exam results were so bad that they felt disappointed.  

   D. The bad exam results made them disappointing.  

Question 75: They cancelled all flights because of fog.  

   A. All flights because of fog were cancelled 

   B. All flights were because of fog cancelled.  

   C. All flights were cancelled because of fog.  

   D. All flights were cancelled by them because of fog.  

Question 76: : He works in the same office with two women. They are very beautiful and tactful. 

   A. The two women’s beauty and tact explain why he wants to work at their office. 

   B. He works in the same office with two women who are very beautiful and tactful. 

   C. The offices where he and the two very beautiful and tactful women work are the same 

   D. Working in the same office with the two beautiful women makes him very tactful. 

Question 77: She wrote the text. She selected the illustration as well. 

   A. She not only wrote the text but also selected the illustration. 

   B. In order to select the illustration, she had to write the text. 

   C. If she had written the text, she would have selected the illustration 

   D. The text she wrote was not as good as the illustration she selected 

Question 78: The first person to enter the room must turn on the lights.  

 → The first person _______.  

   A. whom enter the room must turn on the lights. 

   B. who enter the room must turn on the lights.  

   C. who entered the room must turn on the lights.  

   D. that enters the room must turn on the lights.  

Question 79: Put your coat on. You will get cold. 

   A.  It is not until you put your coat on that you will get cold. 

   B. You will not get cold unless you put your coat on.  

   C. You not only put your coat on but also get cold 

   D. Put your coat on, otherwise you will get cold 

Question 80: “I will bring you some food. ” he said to me 

   A. he offered to bring me some food  B. he advise me to bring some food 

   C. He told me to bring some food  D. He invited me to eat some food  

 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the 

following questions 
Question 81:  “Would you mind if I smoke?”              - “………………”  

   A. Yes, pleased don’t        B. Never mind                 C. Not at all               D. Yes, please do 

Question 82: “Sorry” – “…………………” 

   A. All right    B. I don’t mind  C. Really    D. It doesn’t matter 

Question 83: Mom: “He is too young to understand it.” Dad: “……………………..”  

   A. I think that    B. I think so    C. I think too     D. I think not 

Question 84: Linda: “Excuse me! Where’s the post office?” Maria: “……………” 

   A. Yes, I think so    B. Don’t worry C. It’s over there    D. I’m afraid not  

Question 85: . John: “Don’t forget to invite her to the party.”  Tim: “…………………..” 

   A. You’re welcome    B. Thanks, I won’t C. It’s my pleasure    D. Good idea 

Question 86: “I’m going on holiday tomorrow.”      “………………………..” 
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   A. Sorry to hear that    B. Watch out C. Have a nice time    D. Congratulations! 

Question 87: “Could I get you a drink?”             “…………………………….” 

   A. No, I couldn’t    B. No, I don’t    C. No, thanks        D. No, you couldn’t 

Question 88: Tom: “How did you get here?”      - John: ………………………… 

   A. I came here by train    B. I came here last night      C. The train was crowded     D.  Is it far from 

here      

Question 89: Jim: “This dictionary is for you. I hope you will find it useful.”Mai: “……” 

   A. Yes, please   B. Thanks, it’s very kind of you  C. No problem    D. Thanks, I will do it 

Question 90: Helen: “Congratulations!”  - Jane: “………………………….” 

   A. You are welcome    B. What a pity!    C. I’m sorry    D. Thank you 

Question 91: Jack: “Why don’t we go out? You look tired.”      Tom: “………………….” 

   A. Let’s do it    B. Not my problem    C. Not at all    D. Thanks 

Question 92: Helen: “Where do you come from?   Ann: ……………………….. 

   A. I come from London    B. Yes, I’ve just come here    C. I’m living in London  D. In London 

Question 93: “Where should we go?” “Try to find …………….” 

   A. gate three    B. third gate    C. three gate    D. gate third 

Question 94: “Will you close the door please?”   “………………………..” 

   A. Yes, I would    B. No problem         C. No, thanks    D.  No, I won’t 

Question 95: Lora: “I like her new hat.”   Jane: “…………….” 

   A. I like not    B. So do I    C. I don’t either    D. Do I 

Question 96: Bill: “Don’t forget to take your raincoat in case it rains.”Bob: “………….” 

   A. Why not    B. Thanks    C. Of course    D. No problem 

 

------------THE END----------------- 


